growers of Beauty

Zanetto is an Italian artisan workshop that creates finely crafted artistic objects

in silver and noble alloys for the table and for decorating interiors.
Founded in 1963, the company boasts more than fifty years of experience and makes use
of the most talented Italian workers in the silver sector
to produce innovative objects featuring a sophisticated design.
By skilfully combining
the most traditional work
methods with the most original
artisanal endeavours, the
company creates alluring,
high-quality works that can
decorate any setting
and satisfy those who love
to surround themselves
with priceless and timeless
values, like Beauty
and Harmony.

Designers: Enrico Zanetto and Bernardo Zanetto

MASTERPIECES
When creativity challenges a material’s limits,
the most astonishing creations arise.
Novel interpretations of the most noble metals,
unusual and innovative endeavours, these are
the Masterpieces. Precious objects
and numbered editions, with revolutionary designs
that push workmanship beyond traditional limits
to achieve aesthetic results that can enhance
and lend great character to any setting.

Bowl Segreti Svelati

Bowl Dueuno

Vase Essenza

Vase Elis

Bowl San Lorenzo

new

Bowl Vela

new

Vase Vela

Bowl Magnolia | Bowl Trio

LIVING
Decorating, creating an exceptional and unique living environment
is a pleasure to give to others and to oneself.
The Living line contains creations designed to decorate the home
with style: vases, centrepieces, trays, candle holders, photo frames,
room fresheners and more. Exquisite design objects, exclusively
for those who love to surround themselves with refined beauty.
Bowl Atmo Sfere

new

Canoa Gigante

Vase Egregora

Picture Frame Up

Candlestick Lipari

Candlestick Vortice

new

Tray Creta

Ambiance Perfurmer Ciciarito

Square Tray Together

Rectangular Tray Madras

Bookend Trip

Vase/Candlestick Madurai

Candlestick 45

new

AT TABLE
The “Zanetto table” offers functional elements with a sophisticated
style - so many ways to make the art of drinking and serving special.
Original products to savour social gatherings and the pleasures
of the table in their most elegant and exquisite form.
Tumbler Venezia

new

new

Pitcher Velvet

Happy Hour Game Amico Spritz

Champagne bucket Evoluzione | Thermic Ice-bucket Vie | Bowl Atmo Sfere

8 shot glasses with tray
Scacciapensieri

Glacette Vie

Bowl Life | Tea and Coffee Set Eye

Champagne Bucket Diòniso

Underplate Uno

Cruet Set Drop

Pasta Dish Bis

Bowl Easter

Fish Plate Italia

Sugar-bowl Gaia

Thermic Pitcher Vie

Bread Basket Velvet

Tea and Coffee Set Ebony

Cake-stand Aquarius

ARTE
True works of art, the fruit
of the original creative inspiration
of Enrico Zanetto.
Thrilling creations filled
with meanings
and deep symbolic values,
produced with exceptional
technical and manual skill.
Unique tales in which
precious metal is shaped
to suit the imagination,
expressing intimate internal worlds
and universal emotions.

Sculpture La Femme
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